
DONATING STORIES/ARTEFACTS! 

 

 You may recall some commentary related to bringing images, written accounts or 

artefacts to the Homecoming/Anniversary. We feel that many of you may have   

perspectives or information that can contribute to a fuller picture of Jasper and 

our history. Please note the following request from our Collections Manager and     

Archivist if you have items that might enhance our understanding or appreciation 

of Jasper’s stories, and would consider donating them for all to enjoy…! 

August 27, 28, 29, 2023 

Homecoming/Anniversary Committee 

“If you have artefacts, documents, or photographs that might add to our museum 

and archives’ collection, please contact our collections manager, Alexander Storing 
[collections@jaspermuseum.org]. Donated items go through an accession process 
where a formal decision is required to recommend acceptance of the item(s) into the 
collection. It is often easier to consider a donation by looking at a photo, rather than 
sending us the materials or us seeing it for the first time at the Homecoming. The 
best course of action is to provide several photos, at multiple angles where             
applicable, and/or provide as much background information as possible via email. 
Once an informed decision has been made, we will contact you with all necessary 

paperwork.” 

 Of course, don’t be shy about bringing anything you’d like to share with fellow 

participants. 

JASPER REFLECTIONS, Edition Two…? 

 

 Did your family miss the first edition? There are still plans to consider a second 

edition and we know of one registrant who has enquired “where do I send it?! If 

you’d like to explore this further, help us gauge interest by letting us know at 

homecoming2023@outlook.com  

 Speaking of families, remember the person on the 

right—first introduced in Bulletin #1!  Is this hint  

suitable for identify? (Might be a few more hints to 

come.. ) For past bulletins—visit jaspermuseum.org. 

Homecoming/Anniversary Facebook Page 

 

 A reminder! Great images and memories have 

been uploaded since the summer of 2022 to JYHS 

Homecoming 2023 page. CHECK IT OUT! 

 Please . .  Try and upload your own, and keep the 

memories flowing! 


